Reducing gender imbalance and inequalities remains the biggest challenge of the early 21st century popular music industry. Paula Wolfe offers a rare empirical contribution on this cultural production paradigm that has lately become a hot topic in academia. Her perspective on what may be perceived as a controversy draws upon an in-depth analysis of the demographics and gender-related speech content at music industry conferences, trade shows, and training events in the UK in 2006–2018. To enhance this analysis, she carried out two interview-based studies in the same period that highlight the work practices of 30 women professionals of the European popular music industry. Unavoidably, her triangulation of methods converges to provide evidence of systemic gendering and gender discrimination in the industry.

In the introduction (pp. 1–26) of *Women in the Studio*, Wolfe mentions that at first, recruiting women for her studies from the general unions and institutions was unfruitful because of the low number of women who succeed through the common career paths in the field. In the first chapter (“The music industry and gender,” pp. 27–55), we learn that women hold only 6% of the senior music business positions.
in London. Regarding audio production, a recent *Annenberg* study reveals that women represent only 2% of the credited producers on the 600 songs of the 2012–2017 *Billboard Hot 100* end-of-year charts, and 0% of the Grammy’s “Producer of the year” nominees in 2013–2018.\(^1\) Moreover, only two out of the 652 credited producers on these 600 songs are women from underrepresented racial and ethnic groups. These harsh numbers underline the relevance of Wolfe’s efforts to convey the life experience of women producers who persist in the field despite the gender barriers and “glass ceiling.”

*Women in the Studio* provides the reader with an exhaustive and up-to-date review of the popular music and gender literature, with a focus on the use of studio technology. Wolfe’s work supplements the growing body of the music production literature that has yet kept feminist visions silenced. I have thus opted for the style of feminist writers to review this book, which implies building on the author’s arguments with some personal thoughts instead of summarizing her ideas and criticizing her achievements.

### Collective Empowerment to Prevent the Spread of Patriarchy

According to the main thesis of *Women in the Studio*, digital audio technology enables women to thrive in music production by maintaining control of their sound in their home studio, at least until they gather enough self-confidence to face the unwelcoming gender climate of the commercial recording studio. Wolfe demonstrates this thesis in the third chapter (“Self-production, music technology and gender,” pp. 93–123), which is based on the positive experiences of 14 women who used the intimacy of their own facilities to express their inner voice on their own terms for their solo singer-songwriter projects, as opposed to complying with the paternalism and conformism of major labels. In the fourth chapter (“New industry and gender,” pp. 124–150), the author quotes artist-producer-label Nerina Pallo who testifies that an independent artist also has better control over who represents them in the media. Unfortunately, confinement in a home studio appears to be the most realistic solution for women singer-songwriters towards developing their skills and promoting their work before exposing themselves and their artistry to the patriarchal structure of the popular music industry.

I draw a parallel between this solitary solution and the COVID-19 pandemic situation that has forced most producers to rely on their home-based digital audio technology while enjoying the possibility of managing their production schedule around childcare and other domestic necessities. Wolfe is transparent in her study report about the fact that her participants were mostly white and middle-class. She explains that producers need self-determination to pursue a music career, and that “self-determination is not just a question of will, but is linked to secure circumstances and qualities such
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as personal drive, determination and self-belief” (p. 45). In this view, the COVID-19 situation highlights how well-established, or culturally privileged and economically secure one needs to be in order to pursue a music career from home, regardless of gender.

In the fifth chapter (“Media representation and gender,” pp. 151–179), the importance of individual self-determination is reinforced in a table that provides strategies for overcoming the consequences of systemic gendering in music production (Table 5.1, p. 165). I propose to add collective empowerment as an effective strategy to challenge the status quo, and as an alternative to self-isolation for young women who aim to develop skills in music production. To illustrate my proposal, I refer to the female London-based punk band The Slits who confronted the rules and conventions of the industry in the late seventies from the genuineness of their studio production process to the subversion of their mediated image. Technophobe or unwilling to learn how to use studio technology (that was analog at the time), they successfully found (male) producers and engineers who respected their artistic vision without parenting them—however the band rejected one (male) manager after the other. After The Slits, each of the four founding members pursued her artistic vision and life path. My purpose is not to deny their individual passion and self-determination, I just point to how their collective strength allowed them to cut through and to cope with the extreme sexist aggressions that they had to face while succeeding in avoiding the patriarchal pitfalls of the industry. I thus suggest that collaborating with people who embrace a feminist approach of creation can counter the most perverse adverse effect of patriarchy for women, namely female competition.

**Improvisation Processes to Reduce Toxic Sound Control**

At the end of the second chapter (“Music production and gender,” pp. 56–92), Wolfe quotes writer-producer Isabella Summers about the main and genderless producer task of “catching a vibe”, in the sense of “capturing the emotion portrayed through an artist’s performance” (p. 84). Wolfe claims that positioning the music producer as the individual author of this capture within a patriarchal framework excludes women producers. In this view, some women producers reported feeling more comfortable when being credited as co-producers. This case is complex because regardless of gender, music producers tend not to be properly acknowledged for their accomplishments. For instance, reducing the producer’s job to sound manipulations makes their “vibe-catching” skills invisible. A producer does not request a composition credit when their artistic vision impacts on the song, nor do they get a performer credit when they coach a singer and edit the best takes together. In contrast,
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some composers and performers do not hesitate to credit themselves as the producer or a co-producer because they have provided feedback on the actual producer’s work. I thus suppose that the unwillingness of some producers “to let go of them” (p. 65) comes from their fear of their artistic accomplishments to be denied if they loosen their control. If my supposition is true, then toxic masculinity in sound control could be attenuated by fully acknowledging the producer’s contribution.

In an interview-based study, six renowned music producers working for different genres agreed that the highest level of producer’s artistic involvement, i.e. “collaborating with the artists,” leads to the best artistic result but requires a great deal of “emotional labour” to cope with artists’ sensitivities. By comparison, a managerial producer position that may slip into an authoritarian or paternalistic behaviour is less exhausting. Ideally, the interaction between producers and artists would follow “art of collaboration” principles, e.g. the abolition of the hierarchies among instrumentalists that was introduced by African American jazz performers in the late fifties and in the sixties “to free” jazz from its white cultural appropriation.

For instance, a jazz saxophonist expects the drummer they hire to play what they are hearing internally instead of sticking to the beat for “improvised compositions” to unfold. Similarly, a singer-songwriter could expect the producer they hire to design the sound that they are hearing internally instead of applying technical recipes for the “produced compositions” to unfold. However, taking the risk of combining the inner voices of all creative parties requires everyone to abandon their attachment to their own “sound signature,” another construct of the star system of the industry. For this model to function, professionalism, maturity and awareness would be more useful than “thick skins” (p. 67) on both sides of the studio glass window.

**Catching the Vibe of Female Voices from “The Female Gaze”**

Two interesting paradoxes emerge toward the end of the book. Through the example of producer Isobel Campbell who broke the rules by using a male vocalist to perform her music, Wolfe emphasizes that the display of the female voice is what causes women songwriters to be sexually objectified and stereotyped. At the same
time, singing is the role that gives women the highest chance to reach visibility in music. The other paradox is the fact that the industry has difficulties taking women artist-producers seriously because they are multitasking. Ironically, it is a common belief that women are much better than men at multitasking. We can also think of famous women such as artist-producer and film director Laurie Anderson who have comfortably transcended the art world boundaries that have been defined by men.

As Wolfe mentions, producing electronic music is the perfect refuge for women who wish to avoid “voice objectification” and “role misunderstanding.” Indeed: “With electronics you can strip away any humanity or gender. It’s not about turning female into male gender but actually turning female into non-gender” (Nik Void in Awbi 2014, cited p. 166). Reading this quote reminded me of the conclusion reached by Boden Sandstrom in her ethnography of women live engineers in the USA in the eighties: “As women mix engineers in a predominantly male environment, we experienced the breakdown of gender identities. We were often viewed as genderless.” Unfortunately, it seems that this situation has not much changed in 40 years.

In summary, as women producers, we have to self-isolate to learn our skills, stop singing to avoid gendered representation, hide that we can multitask to be perceived as experts, and distance ourselves from our womanhood to survive working in a studio without being sexually objectified, stereotyped, silenced, or marginalized. What is the remedy to protect our inner power and creativity throughout all these sacrifices?

When I was on unemployment [benefit] I was not ashamed of being a social outcast. Just furious. It’s the same thing for being a woman: I am not remotely ashamed of not being a hot sexy number but I am livid that—as a girl who doesn’t attract men—I am constantly made to feel as if I shouldn’t even be around.

I agree with Paul Thompson who stated in his endorsement that Women in the Studio is “essential for anyone working, playing or practicing within the music industry.” Indeed, this book draws “the problem with women producers” out. Given the hopeless gender disparity in our industry, I would like to encourage composers, performers, producers, audio engineers, label staff, and music critics to find some inspirations from feminist books and “female gaze” film productions to overcome the patriarchal establishment of our field, e.g. I Love Dick that mocks white masculine supremacy in American modern art. If white-male-dominated fields like American cinema and TV productions left the door ajar for alternatives, we should also be able to move on in music production.

———.


12 Chris Kraus (1997), I Love Dick, Los Angeles, Semiotext(e); Joey Soloway and Sarah Gubbins (dir.) (2016-2017), I Love Dick, TV Series, Amazon Video.
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